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Regarding SERP 1. Is this a 457(b) or a 457(f)? Can we see a roster of participants with 
balances? Regarding SERP 2. Is it possible to see any plan communications and a census 
of eligible employees with compensation? Are there  plan documents or summaries available 
for the three plans?
SERP 1 is a 457 (b) plan. Energy Trust will not provide further details or plan documents at 
this stage of the process.
Can you describe what, if any, daily access plan participants have to move funds?
Participants may access their accounts and move their funds on line. 
Some of the required items listed in Section C of your document (modern intuitive website, 
high-performing investment options) are normally provided by firms known in the industry as 
Record Keepers. Some of the other items under the same section can be provided by either 
Record Keepers or by retirement plan accounting firms known as third party administrators 
(TPAs). The TPA can be a local company with representation in the Portland area, while 
most of the large Record Keeper firms have centralized service centers located outside of 
Portland.  Does your organization have a preference to have both of these functions 
performed by the Record Keeper, or would you look favorably on having these functions 
administered by a local firm?
Energy Trust is looking for respondents that will provide both plan recordkeeping and TPA 
services.
There are different levels of fiduciary services that can be provided by an outside firm to a 
retirement plan like yours. These services can help insulate the plan’s trustees from the 
fiduciary liability that comes with being a sponsor to a retirement plan.  Have you considered 
the different levels of fiduciary support that are available to a plan sponsor 3 (16), 3(21) and 
3(28), and if so, do you know which of these you would like to have included in your RFQ 
responses?
Energy Trust (ET) has considered the different levels of fiduciary support that are available 
to a plan sponsor. There has been no decision as to the level of fiduciary support required. 
ET is interested in hearing respondents' approaches to fiduciary services and their 
recommendations on most appropriate levels of service given the nature and size of the ET 
plans. 
Do you have an idea of how often you would like to meet with your service provider for 
investment committee reviews (we would recommend somewhere between 2 and 4 
meetings per year)?
Energy Trust is looking for between two to four meetings per year.
Is the SERP #1 a defined benefit plan or defined contribution plan? if a Defined Benefit plan 
will annual actuarial calculations be required by the applicant of the RFQ? 
It is a defined contribution plan.
Is the 401K currently on a Volume Submitter or Prototype document? 
The 401k plan is currently using a Volume Submitter document.
When quoting costs and prices; is it acceptable to include different options for proposed 
services?  
Yes, this is acceptable and Energy Trust is looking for options from respondents.
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Please provide the current asset breakdown by fund; specifically stable value/fixed account 
assets
The following information is balances in the 401k plan by fund as of June 30, 2017:
Stocks 72.5%
Large U.S. Stock 32.9%
Mainstay Large Cap Growth R6 MLRSX 5.7%
Neuberger Berman Soc Res Ins NBSLX 3.4%
TIAA-CREF So Ch Eq Ins TISCX 1.6%
Vanguard 500 Index Adm VFIAX 13.9%
American Beacon Lg Cp Va Ins AADEX 8.4%
Mid-Cap U.S. Stock 8.4%
Hartford Midcap Y HMDYX 1.3%
JP Morgan Mid Cap Value L FLMVX 8.2%
Vanguard Mid Cap Index Adm VIMAX 4.7%
Wells Fargo Spec MdCpVal Ins WFMIX 0.5%
Small U.S. Stock 5.0%
Vanguard Small Cap Index Adm VSMAX 5.0%
Balanced 19.1%
Green Century Balanced GCBLX 0.8%
Vanguard Balanced Index Adm VBIAX 13.9%
Vanguard STAR Inv VGSTX 4.4%
Foreign and World Stock 7.1%
American Funds EuroPacific R6 RERGX 5.7%
Vanguard Dev Mkts Index Adm VTMGX 0.9%
Oppenheimer Develop Mkts I ODVIX 0.5%
Bonds 10.1%
Investment Grade Bonds 9.5%
PIMCO Total Return ESG Instl PTSAX 2.8%
PIMCO Total Return Instl PTTRX 6.7%
Foreign and World Bonds 0.6%
Templeton Global Bond R6 FBNRX 0.6%
Cash 17.4%
The Standard Stable Asset A XSAFA 17.4%

Are there any funds that are not immediately liquid? and if so, what are those restrictions?
All of the funds are immediately liquid.
Also, does Energy Trust have a financial advisor providing the plan committee with fund 
recommendations and oversight?  Are those services part of this request?
Energy Trust does not have a financial advisor. Those services are part of this request.
Will you require that we adhere to any of the following specifications: 
a.       Follow state or local laws (rather than ERISA)
b.       Mandate that we maintain certain items (i.e. like maintaining professional liability 
insurance, agreement we won’t lobby in the state, indemnification requirements above our 
standard, etc.)
c.       Mandate that the RFP become part of the contract or that we are required to use your 
contract and/or service agreement
d.       Mandate that disputes are resolved in the state of Oregon. We will only agree to 
dispute in a neutral state like Delaware
If we do not agree to some or all of these items, will that disqualify us from being selected? 

Energy Trust will require any successful respondent to comply with all relevant law, and will 
require a final contract that provides adequate protection for its participants and for the 
organization as plan sponsor.
What specific pain points exist?
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There are no specific "pain points." Energy Trust has identified in the RFQ the 
characteristics it is looking for in respondents (page 3), and the items outlined for responses 
in Section B of the RFQ are the areas of focus and interest.
 Are you using a payroll provider, or handling this in-house? How is data currently being 
submitted?
Data is transferred to the TPA through a payroll provider.
What are you and your participants currently receiving for education? What do you 
Energy Trust (ET) is looking to respondents for recommendations as to the best strategy for 
participant education and a description of the options that could be provided. Currently two 
to four staff education days are offered, but ET is open to more creative and less traditional 
education and engagment strategies.
Please provide your estimations on the numbers provided in the RFQ. Please provide a 
breakdown of annual contributions by fund. The RFP provided estimated 2017 contributions. 
Can you provide contributions for calendar year 2016? Please provide estimated 2017 
distributions. Can you also provide distributions for calendar year 2016?
Energy Trust is not providing this level of detail at this stage of the process.
Please provide current fees to administer these plans and to administer your Managed 
Accounts.
Energy Trust (ET) is looking to respondents to provide competitive proposals based upon 
service options recommended. ET will not be sharing current pricing and fees with 
respondents at this stage of the process.
Please provide a split of participants by actively contributing and non-contributing with a 
balance.
The vast majority of 401k plan participants are actively contributing to the 401K plan
What is the current credited rate and the guaranteed minimum interest rate on the Standard 
Stable Value Fund?
Energy Trust is looking for respondents to provide an excellent range of suitable high 
performing investment options.
Are there any liquidity restrictions on the Standard Stable Value Fund?
No, there are not.
Do you have a requested contract term?
No. Energy Trust will negotiate a contract term with the successful respondent but, an initial 
term of two years is likely, with options for renewa.


